SWOPPER

$1,100.00
Sitting on a Swopper is "sitting in motion". The chair lets you bounce, sway and tilt, mimicking the
natural motion of the body. Blood ﬂow increases, which can add alertness and mental clarity.
SKU: Swopper | Categories: Industrial & Drafting Seating, Stools, Saddle & Kneeling Seats |

VARIATIONS

Image

SKU

Price

Description

Colour

101-STBK-RD-CM03 $1,100.00

Red Fabric

101-STBK-BK-CM01 $1,100.00

Black Fabric

GALLERY IMAGES

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Features
Sitting on a Swopper is "sitting in motion". The chair lets you bounce, sway and tilt, mimicking the
natural motion of the body. Blood ﬂow increases, which can add alertness and mental clarity.
The unique curve and tilt of the Swopper the seat helps to position the spine correctly. Over time,
the muscles surrounding the spine and the abdominals become stronger because they are moving,
working and supporting correct spinal positioning.
The Swopper chair is the ﬁrst ergonomic oﬃce chair in the world to move in all three dimensions.
For dynamic, ergonomic sitting. The function, design and engineering of the Swopper have won
many awards.
When you sit on a Swopper chair you:
• strengthen your back
• train your muscles
• breathe deeper
• improve your concentration
• stimulate your circulation
• have fun sitting and working
Good circulation. Good mood. Sitting on the Swopper chair makes you straighten the upper part of
your body, which frees the diaphragm, helping you breathe deeper and stimulate circulation. The
result is better performance and higher concentration. Apart from that, bouncing up and down is
good for the mind and soul - because it is pure, simple fun.
Always in motion. By keeping balance on the sprung seat your body is always slightly in motion.
Since the Swopper chair can tilt towards your working surface, there is no longer any need to
hunch your back.

Training for your muscles. Your entire body is slightly in motion all the time on the Swopper, so
practically all muscle groups remain active and well supplied with blood. The entire
musculoskeletal or locomotor system is strengthened and can better keep your back upright. An
active back cannot tense up and causes no pain.
Keeping ligaments and joints ﬁt. Moving your joints, even when sitting, stimulates the formation of
synovia (joint ﬂuid). This prevents arthritis and tightens the ligaments and tendons. In this way you
can avert joint diseases.
The age-old problem: straitjacketed sitting. Life means motion. The human body is not made for
staying in one and the same position for hours on end. No wonder that almost
80{6b7109008f37eda15209520432c04933023a085a6d768bbe230e5dbf3b90e3ca} of the
population of industrial nations suﬀer from backache. On a conventional oﬃce chair your body is
locked in a seat pan between two armrests and the backrest and has to adapt to the inﬂexibility of
the seat. The result: hunched back, tension, pain.
The solution: sit your way free! The ergonomic, sprung, active Swopper swivel chair adapts itself to
you - not vice versa. Thanks to its worldwide unique ﬂexibility, the Swopper chair provides active
sitting in three dimensions: backwards, forwards, sideways and up and down too. This dynamic
supports and encourages healthy sitting in ever changing positions. Scientiﬁc studies conﬁrm that
on the Swopper chair you move twice as much as on conventional seats.
3yr Warranty
130kg Weight Rating
Seat Size: 400mm x 400mm

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight

10 kg

Dimensions

65 × 38 × 68 cm

THERE ARE NO REVIEWS YET.

